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You can have it all – the very best technology, the slickest Kinly meeting room, a 
top-quality collaboration set up – but if your people aren’t aware of the new tools, 
desire their functionality and know how to use the tech at their disposal, you won’t 
see any improvement in cross-company collaboration or much return for your 
investment. 



WHAT ARE KINLY 
ONBOARDING 
SERVICES?
At Kinly, working together is our specialty, so we know that 
people come first. Your people are the most critical part of your 
organization and ultimately, they are the key to true collaboration. 
Technology is simply an enabler in that process.

Our adoption process stretches further than onboarding alone, and 
it focuses on your people from start to finish. Our journey together 
begins with a Collaboration Assessment where we’ll gather the 
input of different employee groups before establishing personas 
and feeding back a full advisory report. This forms the basis of 
what will come next – onboarding services which cover everything 
from building ambassador networks and delivering training 
programmes to creating impactful comms and in-room assets. 

We know every business is different and people within the same 
organisation often learn differently too. To ensure every one of 
your people is onboarded in the right way, we adapt our adoption 
plan to suit them, with a focus on building the awareness, 
knowledge and buy-in needed for seamless visual collaboration. 
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Easy onboarding:

We won’t just deliver one round of training and disappear – we’ll always think 
about the bigger picture. That changes from place to place, but could include 
building an ambassador network, running workshops, offering use case-based 
coaching, even working over a longer timeline to make onboarding easy for your 
people. 

Focus on value:

At Kinly, we have a whole toolbox full of onboarding services, but we won’t 
overwhelm you with every single option. Instead, we’ll work to get to know your 
people and share the tools which will form an effective adoption programme 
across your business. We’re here to help you understand what’s needed to get the 
job done right.

Multi-media approach:

This service covers all sorts of learning approaches. We can grow ambassador 
networks or offer in-person lessons, hybrid training, in-room assets, how-to 
guides, quick instructional films and more. Together, they’ll serve just about every 
type of learner and every type of business.

Effective communication:

Training alone is not enough to secure mass adoption of new tech. Awareness 
and desire are just as important as knowledge as people need to understand 
the background, the expectation and ultimately, the why, to become passionate 
adopters. We can help you share that message.

We adapt to your people:

When it comes to securing adoption across your business, one size definitely 
doesn’t fit all. We’ll get to know your people and adapt our training offering to suit 
the skill levels, generational split, knowledge base and learning styles we discover.
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REFRESHING SKILLS 
FOR CHANGING TECH
As the transition towards a hybrid model of working continues, digital tools are 
becoming more and more important to the running of productive workplaces. Yet, 
in many, digital skills are not keeping pace. According to a recent study from the 
European Commission, up to 50% of professionals are required to have specialist 
digital skills, yet an alarming 10% of employees have no basic digital skills at all.

To ensure none of your people are left behind, an adoption programme is an 
essential. Technical training may be the key for some. Others might know how to 
push the buttons and want to learn how to better integrate new technology into 
their working day instead. Kinly can help with both.   We’ll grow awareness, desire 
and practical knowledge across your business through strong comms, onboarding 
and ongoing training. 
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WHAT WE’LL DELIVER
We know which approaches work best for which learners, but no  
one knows your business like you. With that in mind, we’ll work  
with you to determine the right training approach for your teams,  
but generally it will consist of a mix of our key capabilities.  
These include:

Stakeholder management

According to the Law of Diffusion of Innovation, around half your 
people need to be actively engaged with new technology for it 
to spread effectively across your whole organisation. Managing 
that period from installation to full utilisation requires dedicated 
stakeholder management, targeting influential team members who 
can change opinion across the business. We may also recommend 
building ambassador networks. By giving innovators and early 
adopters more attention, the early majority, and so adoption, 
grows at speed.

Awareness campaigns

To encourage your people to truly engage with new technologies, 
communication pre-launch is essential. Clearly explaining that 
new ways of working are on the horizon, why your business is 
investing in tech and what you expect from your people will build 
awareness across the board, inspire enthusiasm in some and 
encourage all to engage with training options down the line. We’ll 
work with you on the specifics, but video is a great format for 
sharing this message.
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Hybrid or on-site training

All our training is based on the targeted personas we’ll build 
together with your people – this forms the cornerstone of your 
onboarding programme. Our experts can deliver a rounded 
programme of learning either in person, or via mix of remote and 
in-office sessions. These can all be made available for remote 
workers too. Clear demonstrations, a walk-through of all the tools 
your people will be using, assets to take away and the opportunity 
to ask questions together provide the ideal introduction.

Job aids

While in-depth training sessions give your people a good 
grounding in the tech, job aids which can accessed again and 
again provide ongoing support. The format of such aids can vary, 
so we’ll work with you to determine what’s right for your people. 
Some of our favourites include handy how to guides, short films 
accessed via in-room QR codes and simple infographics available 
throughout your AV estate.



Adoption is a journey, and it is one which is different for every organisation. We’ll 
deliver it as such, working in partnership with your people to determine what they 
need at every step in the process. Your dedicated customer success manager will 
consider the needs and requirements of your different user groups, adapting all 
onboarding services to ensure your solutions are a success for your business. 

This adaptive approach means you’ll see greater cost efficiency as no one will 
have to sit through training which isn’t relevant to their role. Combined with 
follow-up processes like floorwalking, where we uncover any blockers to adoption 
and address them, you’ll see adoption across your business soar and return on 
you AV investment steadily grow.
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HOW WE’LL DELIVER THIS
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Working together.
Everywhere.

Why Kinly?
Bringing people & technology together for better productivity wherever the 
work happens – Because great things happen when people work together.

EXPERIENCED

Dedicated expertise in 
planning, supplying, 
integrating and managing 
AV systems integration 
and remote collaboration 
services.

iNDEPENDENT 

A leading partner with the 
world’s top vendors to 
deliver the best choice of 
solutions for public and 
private sector businesses.

PROVEN

Globally recognised 
businesses relying on us for 
secure and flexible meeting 
and collaboration services.

SCALE

An end-to-end provider of 
workspace transformation 
services with worldwide 
presence.


